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Citizen Science, Styrofoam Cups Ban, and... 

Bans don’t stop cups 



10 BILLION cups a year
16,000 Take-out tea shop > 1.5 billion

10,000 Breakfast Shop > 4 billion

10,000 Convenience stores > 400 million

9,000 Food and Beverage Vendors > ???

5,700 Fast food chains > ???

1,000 Coffee shop chains > ???

6 types / materials of cups 
PP, Styrofoam, Paper
PS, PLA, Composite material

Nonpoint Source 
Pollution



To-GO Cups, dominant marine debris in Taiwan
Potential sources and stakeholders/industry are relatively narrow and regulated by 
center & local government.

(National) All cups manufacturers need to declare their production and pay a LEVY to 
Recycling Fund.

(Regional) Styrofoam cup was BANNED in Tainan City Government since 2012.

NO policy evaluation based on marine debris.



Survey on cups during 2016 ICC events.

15 beach and 5 street surveys (100-2,000m length) in 9 districts (56% of districts) in 2 months.

Surveyors was trained through handbook, video and cup samples.

Pick up all cups (completeness > 50%) and record the type/count/beach length.

Material and method



With Styrofoam ban
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Results and discussion

Two dominant type: 

  PP(North), Styrofoam(South), besides Tainan.

  Different weather > consumer preference?

Tainan City:

  Local Styrofoam ban really works!

  But also increased the use and litter of other 

cup types (may be more difficult to recycle) .



Results and discussion
Some debris might close to their source and reflect local issue. (Ryan 2015, Fazey & Ryan 2016)

Policy and legislative tools should be examined beach debris survey. (Xanthos & Walker 2017)
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* Campaign for single-material should consider the power of consumer demand and 
manufacturer's innovation.
* It could be more effective to change the consumption patterns, redesign recycling 
incentives, and enhance the extended producer responsibility. 
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